quick payment and change operations
protection against theft

Your cash, always safe

- steel walls
- anti-burglary system
- floor anchoring system

eliminates errors
and cash shortages

EASY INTEGRATION
QUICK SETUP
FAST AND SAFE PAYMENTS

check money - fast control of
banknotes and coins
possibility of integrating fiscal and
non-fiscal printer
designed to adapt to different
environments
better hygiene and easier cleaning

Safe Money Extreme represents the future of automatic payments for high walkable
retail outlets, such as convenience stores and supermarkets.

We are revolutionizing the
payments experience of our
customers all over the
world, with technologies
that guarantee the highest
level of security with the
lowest maintenance and
labor costs.

For more information
visit website

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Coin capacity in recycling
Coin validation speed
Coin dispensing speed
Accepted Banknotes Denominations
Banknotes capacity in recycling
Amount of re-used banknotes
for change dispensation
Banknotes dispensing
Cashbox for banknotes storage
Verifying and rejecting counterfeit
banknotes and coins
Dimensions and weight

CLS
BNR4
8 denominations, each with its own
recycler, from 0,01 cent to 2 euro
3673 coins
10 coins/sec
6 coins/sec
All
180 banknotes
up to 4 denominations, each with its
own recycler
in bunch up to 15 pcs
600
yes

870

Coin Recycler
Banknotes Recycler
Accepted Coin Denominations

600

525

600 x 525 x 870 mm (L x W x A)
109 Kg (with recycler)
70 Kg (without recycler)

“PLUS” IS STANDARD

Setup
Connection to POS
Closing

Included

Ergonomic, durable, perfectly adaptable in any
sales environment
Less than 60 min

technical specifications are subject to change without notice

Design

USB
4 keys for the different modules
Shopping cart
Main power supply
USB hub
Electrical wiring
Coin tray
Coin entry and exit LEDs
Front housing or front panel

DESIGN for all shops >>>
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SafeMoney automates cash handling at the payment
positions minimising the risks of counting errors and
shortages, benefiting store profits.
Staff productivity and customer service are also enhanced by
reducing cashier fault.
Losses arising from internal theft, errors in calculating the
change, introductions of fake coins and notes are avoided, as

In the world of automatic cash management, money flows are an expensive and inefficient process...
Safe Money Extreme combines highly engineered technologies into one easy-to-install system that
provides maximum simplicity in payment automation.
A single unit hosts a coin recycler and a banknote recycler that interface with the management software,
to connect instantly with any Windows OS POS system.
Safe Money Extreme implements a banknote recycling technology that is safe, reliable, modular and
compact. Safe Money Extreme is designed to provide all the cash handling capabilities as if it were a real
"cash operator" to which you add extra security and additional benefits in the management of liquidity,
ensuring the profitability of investments.
With its unique ergonomic design, Safe Money Extreme is ideal for points of sales with high flow of
customers in order to ease faster and safer sales transactions.

front door with
extractable shelf for
maintenance

“easy clean” design

armored drawer

insertion
return
(in bunch, up to 15)
bancknotes with lighted front
for maintenance

coin change
compartment
durable built-in casing

well as the chances of theft or robbery are reduced.
SafeMoney increases the image of a business where cash
and food are handled, improving the hygiene level by
avoiding operator handling money.
SafeMoney is easily integrated into any front-end application

LOWER COSTS IN CASH MANAGEMENT
The amount of cash in the drawer for the opening is reduced by 90%. Business times are optimized, labor costs are
reduced and money shortages are drastically reduced as
the BNR reduces the handling of money. This also promotes better hygiene, especially in those activities which
include food management.
INCREASE IN PROFITABILITY
Profitability is generated by various sources including cash
reductions, shortages of money, human labor, improved
machine uptime, cash back functionality and improved
user experience.
The acceptance of all the denominations and the delivery
of the change in bunches up to 15 banknotes is a plus that
optimizes the cash operations.
Safe Money Extreme performs flawlessly delivering the
change, thanks to the use of individual recyclers, one for
each denomination of coins.

IMPROVED SAFETY
Money is kept in a sealed box activated through the use of
advanced recognition technologies. All cash transactions
are optimized and simplified through the use of a single
device. The funds are recorded electronically and stored in
a single sealed cash boxes.

ALL THE PLUSES OF THE SAFE MONEY EXTREME
MAIN MODULE

LOADER

Verification of incoming banknotes
Simple use, high speed of acceptance
and delivery
Transaction time reduction
Delivery in bunch up to 15 banknotes
The shutter lock feature deters fraudulent
manipulations

Capacity 300 pcs
Sealable and removable
Quick and safe way to charge the 4
banknote recyclers
It provides capacity for negative cash
flow (additional cash fund)
Electronic memory to record the cash
load

CASHBOX

RECYCLER

Capacity up to 600 pcs
Lockable box, removable, for shift change or
deposit in the safe
Advanced recognition technology
Storage of not reused money
Traceability of cash flow
Access blocking for unauthorized users

Two independent recyclers per
module, for a total of 4 recyclers
(1 per denomination)
Configurable software to customize
the unit to the application
It allows the traceability of the cash
flow

